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Abstract—Time and time again the security community has
faced novel threats that were previously never analyzed, some-
times with catastrophic results. To avoid this, proactive analysis
of envisioned threats is of great importance. One such threat is
blockchain-based botnets. Bitcoin, and blockchain-based decen-
tralized cryptocurrencies in general, promise a fair and more
transparent financial system. They do so by implementing an
open and censorship-resistant atomic broadcast protocol that
enables the maintenance of a global transaction ledger, known
as a blockchain. In this paper, we consider how this broadcast
protocol may be used for malicious behavior, mainly as a botnet
command and control (C2) channel.

Botmasters have been known to misuse broadcasting platforms,
like social media, as C2 channels. However, these platforms
lack the integral censorship-resistant property of decentralized
cryptocurrencies. We set off by providing a critical analysis of
the state of the art of blockchain-based botnets, along with an
abstract model of such a system. We then examine the inherent
limitations of the design, in an attempt to challenge the feasibility
of such a botnet. With such limitations in mind, we move
forward with an experimental analysis of the detectability of
such botnets and discuss potential countermeasures. Contrary to
previous work that proposed such botnets, we provide a broad
overview of the associated risk and view the problem in relation
to other existing botnet C2 channels. We conclude that despite its
limitations, the blockchain, as a backup mechanism, practically
renders attempts to suppress the control channel of a botnet futile.
Thus, more focus should be put on detecting and disinfecting
machines at the network edge (router) or even per-bot level.

I. INTRODUCTION

Bitcoin, introduced in Satoshi Nakamoto’s famous 2008
white paper [1], implements a peer-to-peer electronic cash
system with no trusted third party. Contrary to all previous
e-cash systems, Bitcoin solves the double-spend problem in
a decentralized manner by utilizing hash-based proof-of-work
to achieve consensus and create an atomic broadcast channel,
where transactions are totally ordered, everyone can participate,
and no central entity can block (censor) transactions. Bitcoin
and the blockchain community in general, have evolved greatly
since then, growing from small Internet forum groups to a
large socio-technical ecosystem spanning multiple disciplines,
aiming to establish decentralized cryptocurrencies as a viable
means of payment.

However, one of the most widely cited barriers to cryptocur-
rency adoption is the argument that they can be used to foster
criminal activities, the most obvious being paying for widely-
considered illegal items and services (drugs, assassination
contracts, etc.). These arguments are arguably more political
than technical and are well-documented [2].

Recently, another, mostly technical potential criminal act
was brought to the attention of the research community [3],
[4], [5]; that of establishing a botnet Command and Control
(C2) channel via the blockchain. A botnet is a network of
infected devices that performs illegal actions for the benefit
of its owner, the so-called botmaster. Botnets use different
architectures for their internal network communication. These
vary from simple centralized structures to more complicated
distributed/Peer-to-Peer (P2P) architectures (see Section VI
for a complete picture). While centralized botnets offer the
botmaster operation simplicity and a global picture of the
infected network, they are easy to take down as they inherently
have a single point of failure. Similarly, P2P botnets are also
heavily studied, complicated to operate, and susceptible to
monitoring attempts and sinkholing attacks [6], [7].

In general, botmasters appear to be continuously upgrading
their techniques and arsenal (e.g. by utilizing Tor or Twitter
[8], [9]). Based on the growing adoption of blockchain
technology, the associated P2P traffic may soon be considered
normal within networks. This, combined with the fact that the
blockchain and its underlying P2P network provide a ready-
to-use distributed P2P channel, may lead to its abuse for C2
purposes. Specifically, a public cryptocurrency (network) can
provide the C2 with the resilience of a fully distributed network,
without the effort of implementing custom P2P protocols. In
fact, we have seen similar abuse of legitimate P2P protocols
in the past [10].

Although the idea of a blockchain-based botnet lied exclu-
sively in the academic/research world for long, recently a botnet
using the blockchain as a DNS server was discovered [11].
Although this falls short of the generic blockchain-based botnet,
as described later in the paper, it shows that the threat is real.
Therefore, it is vital to proactively analyze the feasibility and
advantages of such an advanced botnet, as well as potential
countermeasures against it.

Blockchain-based Botnets: A myth? Moving beyond the
hype of blockchain-based-anything, we analyze the possibilities
offered by blockchains, along with the state of the art in botnets,
in an attempt to clearly determine the novel/positive aspects of
using a blockchain in such a manner. We identified a number
of reasons why a botmaster would decide to build their botnet
based on a blockchain:

• Anonymity: The design of blockchains intends to provide
a degree of anonymity (most often pseudonymity) to its



users.
• Robustness: The design of (public) blockchains provides

censorship-resistance, i.e. it is robust in the sense that it
is resistant to blocking.

• Enumeration Resistance: Bots retrieving commands from
the blockchain are hidden among all other legitimate users.

• Stealthiness: Due to the growing popularity of
blockchains1it is unsuspicious to interact with blockchain
networks.

• Simplicity: Due to the large community and open source
tools, taking part in a blockchain P2P network is simpler
than setting up a custom P2P protocol.

Contributions. This paper provides a critical study on
blockchain-based botnets. Starting with Section II, we an-
alyze the existing botnets and literature and compare their
features. Afterwards, we propose an abstract model of how
such a botnet can be realized (Section III). We then discuss
an inherent limitation of such a design, namely that it is
unidirectional (Section IV), and move on to examine potential
countermeasures for the defenders (Section V), both in terms of
detecting the botnet, as well as for blocking it upon detection.
The conclusion of our analysis is that the blockchain is a
useful backup mechanism for botmasters, effectively rendering
attempts to suppress their C2 channel ineffective. However,
using the blockchain as the main C2 channel of a botnet
would be hardly feasible. As an additional contribution of
independent interest, we provide a comparison table of the trade-
offs of different botnet communication mechanisms. Contrary
to previous work aimed at proposing such mechanisms, our
work provides a broad critical overview of the risk posed by
blockchain-based botnets, while highlighting their limitations,
and putting them in the broader perspective of botnet C2
mechanisms.

We note that the remainder of the paper assumes basic
knowledge of the operation and terminology associated with
blockchain technology, and in particular Bitcoin. For an
unfamiliar reader, we recommend the Bitcoin Wiki2 as a readily
available source of information aiding the comprehension of
the rest of the paper.

II. ANALYSIS OF BLOCKCHAIN-BASED BOTNETS

During the last years, several proposals and Proof of Concept
(PoC) implementations have been created by botmasters,
researchers, and security companies, showing the possibility
of i) of using a blockchain as an alternative to traditional
Domain Generation Algorithm (DGA) [11], and ii) of using
a blockchain for C2 purposes. In the following, we briefly
discuss using the blockchain as an alternative for DGA based
botnets. While this concept is interesting, it addresses the
rendezvous problem between bot client and server and does
not replace the C2 channel itself. Next, we analyze the state
of the art proposals for using the blockchain as a novel C2

1To avoid any misunderstanding, we note that we use the term blockchain
to refer not only to the data structure holding transactions, but to include the
communication protocol between the peers.

2https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Main Page

channel. Afterwards, we summarize the characteristics of those
approaches in a more general model.

A. Robust Rendezvous Mechanism

As initially reported in [11], the Fbot botnet (one of the many
variants of the Mirai botnet [12]) is exploiting the decentralized
blockchain-based Domain Name System (DNS) of EmerCoin
[13]. This solves a critical problem of traditional DGA based
botnets. The use of a DGA algorithm allows bots to connect to
their C2 server, even if a domain or IP address has been
seized. However, since the DNS is outside of the control
of the botmasters, the DGA can be reverse engineered and
all related domains seized by officials [14], [15]. Using the
blockchain-based DNS service of EmerCoin overcomes this
point of failure; the domains are registered in a distributed
fashion in the blockchain and cannot be seized by officials due
to the censorship resistance of public blockchains.

Similarly to Fbot’s mechanism, Curran and Geist suggest
using Bitcoin’s OP RETURN field as a backup mechanism for
a centralized botnet [16]. In the event of the main C2 server
being unavailable, the botmaster can publish the address of an
alternative C2 server on the blockchain. This will allow the
bots to retrieve this information and re-connect to the botnet
through the new C2 server.

B. Proof of Concept Blockchain Botnets

Although the idea probably existed before, the first written
mention of using a blockchain as a botnet C2 can be tracked
to a 2014 Reddit post [5] as a result of a student assignment.
Then, the concept was further developed in ZombieCoin [3],
[4] by Ali et al., which was first published in 2015 and later
revised in 2017. It is the first work to discuss the possibility
of using public blockchains for botnet C2. The focus of their
work are different ways of storing and hiding commands in
the Bitcoin blockchain. This is interesting as Bitcoin, contrary
to blockchains such as Ethereum, is not designed to store
data. Nevertheless, the authors describe four options to store a
command within the Bitcoin blockchain. The straightforward
option to store data is to use the OP RETURN field of a
transaction, initially designed to accommodate transaction
identifiers, in a similar fashion to traditional bank transactions.
Originally, the size of the OP RETURN field was 40 bytes,
but has been later upgraded to include up to 80 bytes.

An alternative to the OP RETURN field, is the use of so-
called unspendable outputs. This method sends small amounts
of BTC to invalid output addresses effectively making the spent
BTC inaccessible. This process allows to embed up to 20 bytes
of data in the output address and was the standard way of
storing data on the Bitcoin blockchain before the introduction
of the OP RETURN field.

The third approach, described in ZombieCoin, is the ex-
ploitation of key leakage on Elliptic Curve Digital Signature
Algorithm (ECDSA) signatures. By choosing the same random
factor twice, it is possible to leak the used private key. This
method requires making two transactions signing the same
message twice. By deriving the private key, bots can then read



the C2 message contained in the private key, containing up to
32 bytes. As this approach requires a total of two transactions,
voids the private key for further use, and provides less storage
space, it is merely an alternative in case the OP RETURN
field cannot be used anymore.

Lastly, ZombieCoin proposes the use of a covert approach
using subliminal channels [17], [18]. This requires repeatedly
creating signatures on a transaction until the first x bits (x = 14
is used by the authors) match the intended command string.
This is possible due to the randomness used in the signature
algorithm. The authors show several optimizations to generate
a suitable set of signatures allowing them to generate eight
suitable signatures in two minutes. This method provides a
total of 14 bytes to embed the command. While this is much
less than using the OP RETURN field, it is impossible to
distinguish from regular transactions and therefore stealthy.

While the aforementioned options are sufficient to send
simple commands from the botmaster to the bots, they are
not suitable to transfer large updates to the bot or to receive
data from the bots. While sending commands in multiple
transactions is theoretically possible, this becomes expensive
quickly (due to transaction fees); when for instance hundreds
of Kbytes are transmitted this way. Furthermore, for bots to
use the blockchain as a communication channel, each of them
would require to hold some amount of cryptocurrency. Paying
this fee from just a single wallet with every bot having the
private key, could lead to a loss of all currency if a single
instance is reverse engineered. However, when storing even
small amounts of BTC and paying the transaction fee for
messages originating from every bot, the cost would quickly
explode for large botnets.

To overcome this limitation, the authors of ZombieCoin
argue that it is possible to use the blockchain to announce
rendezvous points at which updates can be downloaded, or
information can be dropped off (by the bots). Among the
suggested options are classical server-based approaches or the
use of public services such as Dropbox, OneDrive, Tumbler,
or WordPress.

Frkat et al. [19] pick up the idea of using such subliminal
channels for botnet C2 on blockchains that was presented in
ZombieCoin [4]. They present stealthier and more advanced
mechanisms to hide the C2 activity on any blockchain that
uses ECDSA or Edwards-curve Digital Signature Algorithm
(EdDSA). The main contribution of their approach is to hide
the existence of a C2 channel in the first place. However, once
the malware falls into the hands of the defenders it can be
reverse engineered; hence, the commands can be identified,
read and acted upon. Moreover, the presented approach is likely
to incur higher costs for transmitting new key material and
botmaster addresses compared to the less stealthy option of
using OP RETURN fields. Lastly, another drawback of their
design is that their concealed key leakage delays commands
by at least one block. In the case of blockchains (e.g. Bitcoin)
this introduces a delay of ten minutes compared to using
OP RETURN.

Falco et al. propose NeuroMesh a blockchain-based

”friendly” botnet that intends to improve Internet of Things
(IoT) defense [20]. In this offensive security approach (that
builds on top of the ZombieCoin idea), the authors argue
for the exploitation of botnet mechanics for network defense.
The botnet, among other technologies, makes use of the
OP RETURN field of the Bitcoin blockchain as its update
channel. As an example use case, the authors describe how
the Bitcoin blockchain can be used to securely send updates
for blacklists stored on the IoT devices. The main benefits of
this approach is the availability and censorship resistance of
the blockchain itself.

Moving beyond Bitcoin, Botract [21] discusses the possibility
of using Ethereum smart contracts for botnet C2. Contrary
to Bitcoin transactions, the size of smart-contract transactions
is theoretically much less limited, while they also allow to
program functionality into the blockchain itself. Furthermore,
the authors also discuss the possibility of bots registering to the
smart contract. However, Botract does not discuss in detail the
costs of doing such operations. This is technically significant,
as each bot (or group of bots) would require their own wallets
and funds to make changes (register) to the smart contract.
In fact, the approach by Zohar [22] uses a similar technique
and acknowledges the very high costs incurred by such an
approach as a limiting factor. Lastly, Botract does not address
how bots contact the botmaster. As discussed before, doing
so on the smart contract itself will incur very high costs for
larger botnets.

Moreover, Omer Zohar presents a PoC for a botnet C2
running completely on the Ethereum blockchain [22]. Contrary
to other approaches, all communication between botmaster and
bots is realized through a smart contract. For that, each bot has
its own wallet with some Ethereum, is uniquely registered in
the smart contract, and all communication is fully encrypted.
While this approach is very resilient and difficult to attack, it
has a major flaw in its operational costs. In fact, the author
states that this approach can realistically only be used by
substantially wealthy parties, e.g. nation-funded agencies, and
is unrealistic to be deployed in criminal scenarios due to its
high cost.

Finally, Sweeny presents an approach to use a private
blockchain for botnet C2 [23]. While their system is similar to
other approaches (use of smart contracts in a private Ethereum
clone), their approach does not cost any money, as it is not run
on the public platform. However, herein lies the main issue
with the approach. Given that it is running entirely on a P2P
network used and controlled only by the botnet, it removes
the censorship resistance and makes it similar to other P2P
botnets. Therefore, a well designed custom P2P protocol is
most likely better suited for all potential purposes.

C. Comparison

We summarize the characteristics of the different approaches
in Table I. We differentiate between three different uses of
the blockchain in the C2 process: 1) using the blockchain
to send commands to the bots, 2) using the blockchain to
retrieve information from the bots. and 3) using the blockchain



as a backup mechanism to allow bots to reconnect to the
C2 infrastructure after a failure. Furthermore, we list if the
proposed mechanisms use alternate channels, have high costs
attached, and whether they use public or private blockchains.

The findings indicate that most proposals intend to use the
blockchain to send commands unidirectional from botmaster
to bot. To send messages back to the botmasters an alternate
channel is commonly used, as using the blockchain for upstream
purposes is attached to high costs. Furthermore, only Sweeny
et al. propose to use a private blockchain. However, doing so
makes it susceptible to a variety of defenses and loses the main
purpose of having a highly robust C2 channel.
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ZombieCoin [3], [4] 3 7 7 3 3 3
Frkat [19] 3 7 7 3 3 3
NeuroMesh [20] 3 7 7 3 3 3
Botract [21] 3 ? 7 ? ? 3
Zohar [22] 3 3 7 7 7 3
Sweeny [23] 3 3 7 7 3 7
Curran [16] 7 7 3 3 3 3
Fbot [11] 7 7 3 3 3 3

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF EXISTING PROPOSALS FOR BLOCKCHAIN BASED BOTNET
C2: 3= PROVIDES PROPERTY, 7= DOES NOT PROVIDE PROPERTY, ? = NOT

SPECIFIED.

III. GENERALIZED CONCEPT FOR BLOCKCHAIN-BASED
BOTNETS

In this section we present a generalized model for blockchain-
based botnets. More specifically, we focus on approaches that
use the blockchain as a means to distribute commands, i.e. we
do not focus on approaches that use the blockchain only as a
backup channel to reconnect to another C2 infrastructure, such
as [16], [11].

Even though the details of where, and how commands are
published to the blockchain vary, all PoC implementations store
the commands on the blockchain. While some use encryption
or subliminal channels to hide the commands from plain sight,
the reverse engineering of the malware will eventually allow
defenders to identify and potentially read the commands.

To reduce the delay between issuing a command and it being
published in a new block (approximately 10 minutes for Bitcoin
and 15 seconds for Ethereum), several works propose to read
the commands before they are published in the blockchain. For
this, the bots need to be able to retrieve commands from the
underlying P2P network of the blockchain.

Irrespective of the mechanism preferred, bots need to run
either a full client3 or a lightweight client4 of the selected
blockchain. A full client will obtain all transactions by joining
the P2P overlay. This will allow the bots to filter for the
commands they are interested in and process them accordingly.
Light clients do not download every transaction and instead
rely on other (full) nodes to obtain the transactions they are
interested in. This is commonly achieved by sending a bloom
filter to a full node, that has all addresses of interest encoded
in it. If a transaction matches such a bloom filter, the full
node will forward the information to the light client. For the
application scenario of botnet C2 the main concerns are the
robustness, bandwidth, hard-disk and computational resource
consumption. As the robustness is not impacted heavily by
running a light client (assuming there are enough network
participants answering light client requests), it is usually more
suitable to run a light client implementation to avoid detection
on the infected machines due to high resource consumption.

A major concern with blockchain-based C2 is the financial
cost. One could envision only using the P2P network for
command dissemination without ever spending money to
publish commands on the blockchain. However, this is not
possible, as transactions are only gossiped within the network
if they are valid [24] (this is a simple anti-spam mechanism).
Therefore, even if the command is read before being published,
the transaction costs have to be paid eventually, since it will
eventually be included in the blockchain.

Based on the state of the art and the aforementioned
discussion, we have derived a generalized model for botnet
command flow on any blockchain. Figure 1 graphically depicts
this model. At time t0 the botmaster issues a command cmd
embedded within a transaction tr to any Full Node (FN) within
the blockchain network. This command can then be retrieved by
any bot running a full or light client (Full Node Bot (FNB) or
Light Node Bot (LNB)) at time t1. Furthermore, the command
can be considered irrevocably stored within a block on the
blockchain at time tlag, where the lag in Bitcoin is due to
the probabilistic consensus algorithm (6 periods is commonly
considered enough for most transactions [24]). This ensures
that bots coming online at any later point in time t1+x, x ∈ N,
will be able to eventually (considering the lag) retrieve the
command by querying other full nodes for the contents of
missing blocks.

To send messages back to the botmaster, we pick up the
suggestions for alternative channels made by ZombieCoin [4]
(and to some degree by Curran and Geist [16]) which use the
alternative channels for bidirectional communication and only
use the blockchain as a backup. While the works of Zohar and
Majid et al. [22], [21] discuss the possibility of also sending
messages from the bots to the botmaster using the blockchain,
we excluded it from the model on purpose. Within Section IV

3Botmasters may implement a full client that only checks for commands
but does not verify or store the blocks to save hard disk and computational
resources.

4Similar to full clients, botmasters may implement their own light clients
to further reduce resource consumption.
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Fig. 1. Abstract view of blockchain-based C2 message flow

we discuss in greater detail why this approach is financially
infeasible.

To summarize, we analyzed existing works and proposals on
how a blockchain based C2 for botnets could be realized. Fur-
thermore, we derived a general model on how blockchain-based
C2 can be realized and elaborated the different approaches of
command retrieval. In the model, we abstract from the specific
means of transmitting the commands and instead consider a
general approach of storing data on any blockchain platform,
and how it can be accessed by bots. Here, it is worth noting
that privacy-preserving cryptocurrencies like Monero [25] or
Zcash [26] do not differ significantly from Bitcoin when used
as botnet C2 platforms. Their main additional functionality is
breaking the link between sequences of transactions, which is
not particularly relevant for our scenario. In the next sections,
we will analyze the limitations and potential countermeasures
for blockchain based C2 in greater detail.

IV. UPSTREAM CHANNELS

In the previous section we outlined how blockchain-based C2
can be realized in general. However, the approach highlighted
in Figure 1 has several limitations and possible countermeasures
attached to it. Moreover, regardless of the specific implemen-
tations, two crucial factors, namely churn and a back-channel,
are disregarded or not addressed satisfyingly by the proposed
blockchain-based C2 mechanisms.

At a glance, the greatest limitation of any potential
blockchain-based botnet C2 is, that it is only unidirectional.
While it provides a highly robust way of sending commands
downstream from a botmaster to its bots, bots cannot cost-
efficiently send messages upstream to the botmaster using the
blockchain. In the following paragraphs, we discuss why an
upstream channel is crucial for most botnet business models
and how alternative upstream channels greatly weaken the traits
of a blockchain-based C2.

A. The need for upstream channels

While in theory, it might suffice to just send commands to
the bots, and wait for them to execute their mission, this is
highly impractical for many botnet application scenarios. In
fact, due to the effects of bot churn, i.e. bots going on- and
off-line, a botmaster will not know how many (if any) bots
are available at a given time.

Furthermore, even for simple tasks, such as a Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS) attack, this information is crucial
to avoid wasting of resources or failing the attack due to a
lack of resources. If a botmaster would simply assume that the
botnet is large enough to carry out a DDoS and instructed all
bots to take part in the attack, that would introduce a high risk
of these bots being identified by DDoS protection mechanisms
and subsequently blacklisted. This would quickly diminish the
capabilities for future attacks and disclose the botnet population
to defenders. If, however, the botmaster chooses to instruct
a random subset of bots to conduct an attack, this group of
bots may be insufficient to effectively conduct the DDoS. In
this scenario a customer of the botmaster will be unsatisfied
with the DDoS service and likely not use it again in the future.
Both scenarios can be avoided by botmasters if they have more
accurate knowledge on the availability of their bots.

Considering the application scenario of any kind of data
theft, having an upstream channel becomes even more critical.
Potential use cases are banking credential theft, espionage, or
generic credential theft. Since bots are usually not available
at all times (due to churn), permanent and high-bandwidth
upstreams provide the best option to realize such an application
scenario. Furthermore, a fast two-way communication channel
also allows conducting more dynamic queries to identify and
steal data.

A third reason for obtaining frequent updates from bots are
machine details and location information. Depending on the
capabilities of a machine, a botmaster could decide to use it
for different purposes. For instance, one may use a powerful
server for crypto-mining, whereas a weak IoT-device with fast
uplink can be used for DDoS instead. Location also plays a
crucial role in the value of an infected device. According to
a Trend Micro report of 2014 [27] the price for installing a
malicious software on 1 000 machines ranges from $ 120−600
on Australian machines to $ 10 − 12 on a mix of globally
distributed machines. Furthermore, machines located within
company or government networks may be significantly more
valuable, as they can be used as an entry point for more targeted
attacks.

In summary, having an upstream channel is an absolute
necessity for many botnet application scenarios and generally
increases the profitability of the botnet for the botmaster in any
scenario. In the following, we examine why establishing an
upstream channel using the blockchain is financially inefficient;
afterwards we discuss why alternative upstream channels greatly
reduce the benefits of using blockchains for C2.



B. Financial infeasibility of blockchain upstream

Having discussed the need for upstream channels, one could
argue that works such as [21], [22] present techniques for using
the blockchain for both up- and down-stream communication.
However, as discussed by the authors themselves this comes
at great cost. In fact, we analyzed the current pricing of
transactions on the Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchains resulting
in the following equation to estimate the daily cost of running
a botnet fully on the blockchain.

Equation 1 presents the general formula based on the
transaction fee (tx fee), number of bots (#bots) and the
frequency at which bots contact the botmaster within a day.
According to churn measurements of bots by Haas et al. [28],
70% of bots stay online for less than one hour. For this reason,
we assume that bots report hourly to the botmaster for our
calculations. Based on the transaction costs5 of Bitcoin and
Ethereum, this resulted in daily costs of $ 39 600 (USD) and
$ 216 000 (USD) respectively for running a botnet with a
population of 50 000 bots.

tx fee · #bots · frequency = daily costs (1)

ETH : $ 0.033 · 50 000 · 24 = $ 39 600 (2)

BTC : $ 0.18 · 50 000 · 24 = $ 216 000 (3)

To put these numbers into perspective, we collected informa-
tion on how much money botmasters commonly earn. In the
book Spam Nation [29], Brian Krebs reports the following
incomes for different spam botmasters: Cosma (Rustock
Botnet) $83 000/month, Severa (Storm, Waledac Botnet)
$4 000/month6, GeRa (Grum Botnet) $75 000/month. In
another report by the US Department of Justice [30], the
losses7 caused by the GameOver Zeus banking trojan are
estimated at $ 100 000 000 for a period of seven years. However,
the size of the botnet was also estimated at 500 000 to
1 000 000, which is much larger than the 50 000 we used in
our example calculations. These results clearly indicate that
it is economically infeasible for a botmaster to run a botnet
with blockchain upstream based on these costs. Therefore, to
establish an upstream from bots to the botmaster, an alternative
channel will have to be established.

C. Using alternative upstream channels

Due to the necessity of having an upstream channel for bots,
and considering the costs of establishing such a channel on the
blockchain, a separate channel as proposed by ZombieCoin [4]
is the most viable approach. However, establishing an additional
channel for upstream communication introduces additional
channel-specific weaknesses and drawbacks. Overall, any

5accessed on February 20th 2019
6Krebs states in his book that Severa made a lot more money renting out

his botnet, but does not state how much.
7In addition, we argue that the losses do not imply an equivalent income

for the botmasters.

previously known botnet C2 channel, e.g. centralized [31],
P2P [32], or public resource based [33], can be used to realize
an upstream channel.

As these channels facilitate bidirectional communication,
they can also be used to establish a cheaper downstream of
commands. However, the pseudonymity, enumeration resistance
and stealthiness of the entire botnet will be affected based on
the choice and characteristics of the alternative channel. While
the blockchain provides a high level of pseudonymity to the
botmaster, accessing the alternative channel may reveal details
about the botmaster. Furthermore, the enumeration resistance
will be weakened significantly, as usually anything connecting
to traditional C2 infrastructures is part of the botnet. Lastly,
if detection techniques for the alternate channel exist, the
malware as a whole will be detected, allowing the blockchain
C2 protocol to be reverse engineered.

While all of this may deem a blockchain C2 channel obsolete,
it still has a very unique strength: robustness. Due to being built
on top of a public P2P network with the goal of censorship
resistance in its design, the blockchain based C2 channel
is very difficult to take down. Therefore, it is an excellent
backup channel in the case of a compromise of the upstream
/ main communications mechanism. Previously, botnets such
as GameOver Zeus [32] already implemented a DGA-based
backup mechanism, as a contingency mechanism if the P2P
channel fails. Using the blockchain as a backup channel for
a server based C2 channel is also proposed by Curran and
Geist [16].

V. COUNTERMEASURES

In this section, we investigate potential countermeasures
against blockchain-based botnets. First, we look into their
stealthiness and how to detect such botnets. Afterwards, we
discuss ways to mitigate and neutralize the threat (upon
detection).

A. Detection

With regard to the stealthiness of blockchain-based botnets,
we investigate two hypotheses: (a) encrypted commands in Bit-
coin OP RETURN transactions are detectable (as anomalies);
if this is true then it would be possible to reverse-engineer
the botnet and decrypt all commands before any attack takes
place. (b) the network traffic of a bot is detectable; if this is
true then again we would be able to locate infected machines
before they perform any attacks.

If the answer to the two hypotheses above turns out to
be negative, then this would mean that it is impossible to
detect a botnet which uses an established cryptocurrency as
the communication mechanism only by analyzing blockchain
content and network traffic. This would suggest that it would
be unlikely to detect the botnet in its waiting stages, i.e., bots
waiting for commands to attack. This is a common goal [34],
as detecting the malicious activity itself is oftentimes easier
but also too late to prevent it.

Note that we focus on Bitcoin specifically. We argue that if
the communication channel is not detectable when viewing the



Bitcoin blockchain, it is very unlikely that it will be detectable
in a platform with much richer functionality, like Ethereum, or
in a privacy-preserving cryptocurrency (e.g. Monero or Zcash).

1) Transactions.: To investigate the first hypothesis, we
analyzed the outputs of all OP RETURN Bitcoin transactions
until November 2018. In this subsection, we present a summary
of our results.
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Fig. 2. OP RETURN investigation results

The OP RETURN script was introduced in the Bitcoin
transaction specification with core client version 0.9.0 (spring
2014), offering a standard way for storing arbitrary content
in the blockchain, with the intention of reducing other non-
standard ways of storing data that were used at the time and
that bloated the UTXO database (unspent transaction output).
Its maximum size was originally planned to be 80 Bytes, but
was reduced to 40 for the first compliant core client release
(0.9.0). It was then increased to 80 B (0.11.0) and afterwards to
83 Bytes (0.12.0 – remains the same until the time of writing).
The size and need for existence of OP RETURN has repeatedly
been the subject of heated discussions in public forums. Since
2015 it is the only technique for adding non-financial data on
Bitcoin with non-negligible utilization [35].

To collect and filter all OP RETURN transactions we
developed a python script, building on the script offered in [36],
that we have made publicly available with a permissive license
on github8. In total, we ended up with a database of 3 815 944
transactions. Overall, only ∼ 20% of blocks mined contained
an OP RETURN transaction, while OP RETURN transactions
represent ∼ 1% of the total number of transactions in the
Bitcoin blockchain. Moving a step further, we classified the

8https://anonymous.4open.science/repository/8201c218-d03a-4ab4-98ee-
0e76c6f6d29d/ (anonymous version)

content of these transactions by applying several filters and
subsequently checking for known services by using web search
engines, looking into associated forums (e.g. Reddit), and
related prior work [36]. The content was attributed to 12 main
categories, as shown in Figure 2a.

Metadata, corresponding to known services that use the
Bitcoin blockchain (see a summary in Fig. 2b) represent the
majority of transactions. In previous work, the authors of [36]
focused on the metadata services, while those of [35] on
visible illegal content (pictures, etc.). Contrary to them, we
move on to examine other categories that could potentially be
compatible with a botnet C2, i.e. resembling a covert channel.
To keep the C2 channel as secret as possible, we do not
consider issuing commands with the syntax of other services
classified as metadata. This is based on the assumption, that
service providers monitor OP RETURN entries matching their
own syntax. Therefore, entries not originating from the service
providers may be suspicious and trigger further investigation.

After filtering all content that could be associated with
different use-cases (e.g. text excerpts in foreign languages),
we end up with 319 784 transactions that could match a
covert channel, i.e. they looked like encrypted messages. These
include content that could be decoded in ASCII or UTF (see
also Figure 2c) but looked random, and content that could
not be decoded and showed no patterns. The OP RETURN
fields of those transactions are therefore potentially outputs of
cryptographic operations (hashes, encryption, signatures). Of
those transactions, 47 592 were issued by two addresses and
had a common receiver address (we could not find any notable
pattern in the rest). The OP RETURN content in the first case
is always 40 Bytes, while in the second always 20 Bytes. Since
no additional pattern or interesting repetition was noted in the
content, we had to stop our investigation there.

We plot the per day number of transactions with unknown
content against transactions originating from known services
for the years 2017 and 2018 in Figure 3 (note logarithmic y
axis). We can see an average of around 5 000 OP RETURN
transactions per day, of which at least 100 are unknown.
Therefore, we conclude that when sending a small number
of commands per day, the activity should not be detectable in
the Bitcoin blockchain (as there is no observable anomaly in
the number of unknown OP RETURN transactions. In cases
where a large number of commands has to be sent at once,
subliminal channels (as e.g. proposed in [19]) may be required.

2) Network Traffic.: To investigate the second hypothesis
(the network traffic of a bot is detectable), we performed the
following experiments:

First, we set up9 a Bitcoin full node (Bitcoin Core v. 0.16.2)
with default settings, synced to the network and subsequently
captured its network traffic over 7 hours. As expected, band-
width was relatively stable over time, averaging 5 kB/sec. This

9Our setup included a laptop with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3320M CPU @
2.60GHz and 16GB DDR3L of RAM. Not attempting to generalize (but only
to provide the reader with a hint regarding the computational overhead), we
note that throughout our measurement period the CPU utilization remained
between 1.0− 1.2%.
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would result in 300 kB/min, or 3 MB/block if we assume
the average block creation time for Bitcoin is 10 min. The
maximum Bitcoin block size is set to 1 MB (this might change
in the near future), so on average the total network traffic of a
node per block epoch is 3 times the size of the block. Due to
the relatively low bandwidth, we consider this kind of traffic
difficult to detect, since it is unlikely to cause disruptions to
the users.

Second, we repeated the experiment using a light Bitcoin
client in the form of an Electrum wallet10. Light nodes only
receive the block headers and query for specific addresses
they want to know more about. As a response, they receive
the transactions they are interested it, along with a short
(logarithmic in the size of the block) proof that the transaction
actually is part of the block. Since they already have the block
headers, they can be sure that the transaction is part of the
blockchain. The average bandwidth measured in this occasion
was around 0.2 kB/sec, or 4% of the bandwidth consumed by
the full node. Hence, a light node would be very difficult to
detect and feasible to run on low bandwidth devices. From a
network perspective, it would be completely indistinguishable
from a mobile cryptocurrency wallet.

Since we already referred to the network bandwidth as a
potential resource that could limit the feasibility of such a botnet
running on a constrained device, we take this opportunity to
expand on this topic a bit more. According to Ali et al. [4]
a light client for Bitcoin requires approximately 7 MB of
storage space. Comparatively, the Hide’n’Seek P2P botnet
has a total binary size of 71 kB. To put this into perspective, an
ESP 32, one of the most popular micro-controllers for connected
actuators and sensors, is usually equipped with 4-16 MB of
flash storage.

Assuming that cheap off-the-shelf IoT devices probably have
similar or less memory, running common light clients may
not be feasible. However, considering that the bots are only
interested in the commands, a lot of functionality could be
stripped from existing light clients to make them compatible
with resource constrained IoT devices. Furthermore, given the
low network traffic of a light client (see previous paragraphs),
the processor of the ESP 32 should be capable of handling
the traffic and extracting the commands (while ignoring the
verification of transactions).

10https://electrum.org/#home

B. Mitigation
At some point, either before or after being utilized, a botnet

will inevitably be detected and reverse-engineered. Here, we
investigate methods for taking down such a botnet.

One approach that comes to mind is banning any blockchain
related traffic within a controlled network. While such an
approach may be effective, we argue that its application is
limited. Especially taking into account that in the future it is
highly probable that a significant number of ordinary users
will utilize a cryptocurrency wallet. Therefore, banning all
blockchain traffic is not a applicable solution.

A second approach frequently proposed in reports on Bitcoin-
related criminal activities, is “regulating” Bitcoin by utilizing
a blacklist mechanism. This, however, is both technically
and practically infeasible. Technically, a botmaster could
disseminate hundreds of potential addresses from which bots
will expect commands from. Some of these addresses may
belong to users not related to the botnet at all. Hence, it is
not technically possible to selectively block future botmaster
addresses. Note that including addresses not belonging to
the botmaster will not allow the owners of those addresses
to control the botnet, as basic public key authentication
mechanisms can guarantee that bots only obey their master.

Practically, the initiation of an address blacklist on Bitcoin
would go against its whole philosophy and would potentially
cause great turbulence in the community (e.g. see Ethereum’s
hard fork after the DAO [37]). Therefore, it is extremely
unlikely that such a practice would be introduced to address
common criminal activity performed by botmasters.

Taking into account the above discussion, using the
blockchain as a backup channel will render any attempts to
suppress the control channel (e.g. sinkholing P2P botnets or
seizing centralized servers) futile. The botmaster could simply
broadcast a new C2 server whenever their previous one is
compromised. Consequently, the community needs to develop
better defenses on the network edge, meaning mechanisms for
detecting and disinfecting machines on a local network level.
Furthermore, collaboration between peers of the blockchain
network that act like full nodes and serve light clients would
be invaluable in enumerating bots.

VI. RELATED WORK

In this section we summarize the related work with regard
to botnet research as well as blockchain metadata analysis.



A. Botnet C2 Channels

While blockchain-based C2 channels are a fairly new
concept, many other structures and services are being used by
botmasters to command their bot armies.

The easiest and most straightforward approach to implement
a C2 infrastructure are centralized client server models. His-
torically, IRC and HTTP-based botnets such as Rustock [31],
Dorkbot [38], and Conficker [39] were very popular among
botmasters. However, such botnets have a single point of failure
in the central server and once detected can be taken down [40].
They also provide minimal anonymity to botmasters, as they
have to connect to the same C2 server frequently.

To safeguard their control infrastructure, botmasters started
to implement techniques to hide the main C2 servers. Fast
flux networks [41] make use of round-robin DNS to resolve
a domain name to multiple entries. Behind each of theses
entries is a bot, which redirects the traffic to a command and
control server. This effectively hides the IP address of the C2
server and therefore improves the robustness, anonymity and
enumeration resistance of centralized botnets.

Another approach to increase the robustness of botnets is the
use of Domain Generation Algorithms (DGAs) [39], [32]. The
main goal of a DGA is to increase robustness against seizing
of domain names or blacklisting of domains. Once the control
structure is not reachable anymore under a given domain, bots
will start to run the DGA and contact the computed domains.
The botmaster can similarly compute the domains and register
any of them and link it to the C2 structure. Eventually, the
bots will connect to that new domain and receive commands
again.

Some highly advanced botnets such as GameOver Zeus,
Sality or ZeroAccess [32], [42], [43] use a C2 channel based
on custom unstructured P2P protocols. In such an approach
every bot can function as a C2 server and forward commands
injected by the botmasters. This makes it highly resilient
against any kind of takedown attempt, as the entire bot
population has to be taken down, or their connections severed.
However, this requires accurate intelligence about the botnet’s
structure and an exploitable flaw in the protocol. Furthermore,
several works discuss possible means to impede intelligence
gathering attempts [44], [45], [46], [47], [7]. For these reasons,
P2P botnets provide great anonymity and robustness to its
botmasters, but are highly complex to implement with custom
protocols.

Moreover, a number of botnets [33], [48], [49] exist that
use public resources, e.g. Twitter, to relay their commands to
bots. The main benefit of this approach is that it blends in
well with regular Internet traffic. This makes it more difficult
to detect and block on a network level. However, due to recent
issues with social bots meddling in elections, companies, such
as Twitter, have started to increase their effort in detecting
and removing bots from their services [9]. While botnet C2 is
different from typical social bots, they may be affected by the
cleanup processes as well. Generally, using public services for
the C2 makes the botnet vulnerable to be shutdown swiftly by

the service providers if the botnet becomes known.
Lastly, the option of using the Tor network to relay C2

commands is discussed in research papers and used by real
botnets [50], [51], [52]. The main goal of this approach is
to have the simplicity of a centralized C2 hidden within the
tor network. However, Casenove et al. [8] highlight several
issues regarding the resilience, stealthiness and scalability of
Tor-based botnets. Furthermore, even though the bots connect
to the C2 through Tor, the traffic at the C2 itself could be
observed on an Internet Service Provider (ISP) level.

B. Blockchain Meta-data analysis

Regarding work on exploring and analyzing non-financial
transaction data on blockchains, in [36] (and the extended
version [53]), the authors analyze metadata associated with
different services utilizing the Bitcoin blockchain (e.g. financial,
notary services). This work provides a good understanding of
the service ecosystem around Bitcoin. In [35], the authors focus
on identifiable content not associated with known services,
with the aim of assessing whether objectively illegal content
is part of the Bitcoin blockchain. They focus on text and
photographs and conclude that only very few instances of such
content exists, although some are quite serious (mainly links to
child pornography). In [54], the same authors discuss potential
countermeasures, such as mandatory transaction fees or even
cryptographic proofs that inserted content exclusively consists
of financial transactions (and no metadata can potentially
be inserted, not even via subliminal channels). In a paper
by Kuzuno et al. [55], they propose Blockchain Explorer.
Their system is aimed at at providing a process and tool
for law enforcement investigation of bitcoin transactions.
They showcase how their approach can be used to identify
bitcoin addresses related to illegal marketplace transactions,
ransomware payments and DDoS extortion cases. Contrary to
the works above, we neither investigate the services using the
blockchain, nor look for identifiable illegal content. Instead, we
focus on the existence and frequency of non-identifiable content
(possibly encrypted) that could be associated with botnet C2
(see Section V-A).

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we provide a detailed analysis of the threat
posed by blockchain-based botnets. We use Bitcoin as our point
of reference, but our results should hold for any other existing
and upcoming blockchain with the same goals. While most of
the works on bitcoin based botnets highlight the theoretical
strength of the blockchain as a C2 channel, they neglect its
major drawback of it being only unidirectional. To provide
a more comprehensive overview, Table II summarizes and
compares the strength and weaknesses of blockchain-based C2
with alternative channels discussed in Section VI.

We conclude that due to the lack of (cost-effective) bidirec-
tionality the blockchain excels as a backup mechanism, as it
is the most difficult to ever be blocked. In fact, combining it
with any of the other mechanisms will render attacks against
the C2 futile, as the blockchain channel can always be used
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF PROPERTIES BETWEEN DIFFERENT C2 CHANNELS:  =

PROVIDES PROPERTY, G#= PARTIALLY PROVIDES PROPERTY, #= DOES NOT
PROVIDE PROPERTY, — = NOT APPLICABLE (DEPENDS ON THE MAIN

CHANNEL).

to reorganize the botnet. Therefore, the community should
focus more on detection and defense mechanisms targeting
edge networks or individual infections. Such approaches could
ultimately strip botmasters of their most valuable resource,
the bots themselves. Overall, the blockchain may provide an
advantage to botmasters, but as in most cases, there exist coun-
termeasures that do not involve “regulating” cryptocurrencies.
Lastly, our empirical study’s results can be summarized in the
following:

• Will we ever see a fully autonomous blockchain-based
botnet? Probably not.

• Will we see more botnets abusing the blockchain as a
backup channel? Definitely.
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